Abstract-Ambulation is defined by duration, distance traversed, number and size of directional changes, and the interval separating successive movement episodes; more complex measures of ambulation can be created by aggregating these features. This review article of published findings defines random changes in direction during movement as "movement path tortuosity" and relates tortuosity to the understanding of cognitive impairments of persons of all ages. Path tortuosity is quantified by subjecting tracking data to fractal analysis, specifically Fractal Dimension (Fractal D), which ranges from a value of 1 when the movement path is perfectly straight to a value of 2 when the movement path is random, resembling the "drunkard's walk." The review elucidates the mathematical assumptions underlying Fractal D, its use in the analysis of movements of free ranging animals, and its application to the study of cognitive impairment and the prediction of falls in older adults. We conclude Fractal D offers a reliable, valid, sensitive, and easily interpreted real-time longitudinal measure of unrestricted movement path tortuosity unaffected by mobility aid use.
I. INTRODUCTION
A GE-RELATED slowing of upper and lower extremity movements is partly due to cognitive factors required for their execution. Age-related slowing of movements includes both quantitative and qualitative features of movement. Quantitative features are based on time to complete a task-speed of movement required to initiate or execute a movement. Historically, other observable features-hesitancies and directional changes during a single movement or variability among repetitive movements-are less studied, partly because they often are considered as errors in studies of movement speed and partly because quantitative analytic tools were unavailable.
Age differences in cognition related to behavioral slowing present both as relatively longer total movement times in response to increasing task difficulty as well as the static perceptual-motor and variable decision making components of the reaction time [1] , [2] . Qualitative movement features related to cognition are demonstrated by studies showing that changes in movement speed during pointing movement trajectories are greater in older persons [3] . Movement times as well as pointer placements in a repetitive tapping task are more variable in older age [4] . The coefficient of variation of an individual's distribution of simple and forced choice reaction times increases with age in a variety of tasks [5] . Dykiert et al.' s review identified several studies showing that the age effect is relatively greater in patients with Parkinson's disease and Alzheimer's disease.
Slowing of lower extremity movements appears in reaction times and walking speed on predefined paths [3] ; walking is slowed significantly when performing effortful cognitive tasks such as counting down by threes or monitoring an auditory channel for a predefined target [6] . Using short walking samples on a prescribed course, differences in gait sequencing have been observed [7] using very precise movement tracking tools. Older persons take a wider but shorter stride [8] , [9] and show more stride to stride variability [10] . As with upper extremity movements, the age differences in normal aging are exaggerated in older persons with dementia.
The age differences in movement summarized aboveemployed methods restricting the degree to which movement could vary qualitatively, e.g., 6-8-m gait mats for walking, or visually defined targets for upper extremity movements. Except for reports using the coefficient of variation in speed of repeated responses [5] , [11] , methods to study direction changes or hesitancies in a path have lacked novel approaches. Readily observable changes in path direction that occur in dementiarelated wandering, the staggering of the inebriate, or the "punch drunk" boxer, requires new methods of observation and quantification. Police employ field sobriety tests to determine how well inebriated drivers "can walk a straight line" and in the case of wandering behavior in dementia, Algase et al. [12] , [13] have devised rating systems for trained observers that distinguish purposeful versus wandering movements, with the latter subdivided into random, pacing, and lapping. Among the subdivisions, the determination of "random" has proved the most difficult for human observers to recognize reliably, probably because humans are well suited to detecting periodic events (lapping and pacing) but not estimating how random one pattern of walking is compared to another. Recent developments in both indoor and outdoor movement tracking technologies have increased the opportunity to measure qualitative and quantitative features of unrestricted movements. The remainder of this paper describes: 1) the derivation and applications of a measure of movement path tortuosity called Fractal Dimension (Fractal D); 2) studies of age-associated differences in human movement using modified procedures developed by animal ecologists to study exploratory and food seeking behaviors; 3) summarizes results of several studies describing age-related changes in path variability to cognitive functioning and the prediction of future falls; and 4) discusses directions for future research.
II. MEASURING MOVEMENT PATH TORTUOSITY
There is a long history of ecologists measuring the tortuosity of movement paths, mostly to measure foraging intensity. Typically, animals travel with continuous movement paths that we discretize by sampling at fixed time intervals (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, we are representing a continuous function as a discrete one. The discretization is both easy to visualize and is mathematically tractable. If we start sampling at location (x 0 , y 0 ), then the animal visits location (x i , y i ) after i steps.
The length of step i, l i , is the distance from location i to i + 1, and the angle of step i, δ i , is the angle between step i and horizontal. The turn angle is the angle between steps i − 1 and i:
The simplest earliest measure of tortuosity involves tracking the animal for a fixed distance and then measuring a "straightness index" [14] . Straightness compares the overall net displacement N of a path with n steps and total path length L and is given by
with St
Straightness is 0 when the animal returns to its starting point and is 1 when the path is completely straight. This measure is intuitively appealing because it has a range from 0 to 1 and is easy to calculate. There have been various other tortuosity indices proposed that are variations on Straightness [15] . The Fig. 2 . Section of the coastline of Britain, viewed at three different spatial scales. Note that tortuosity is similar at all scales-i.e., the coastline is a fractal.
main problem with all of them is that they are affected by spatial scale in ways that are not always obvious [16] . Thus, a measure is needed that incorporates scale explicitly.
One tortuosity measure that incorporates scale explicitly was first proposed by Mandelbrot [17] , who posed the question: What is the length of coastline of Britain? The answer is that it depends on the scale of measure. But more importantly, at each scale, the coastline looks similar. For example, Fig. 2 shows a section of the coastline of Britain at three spatial scales.
If you do not know the actual scales, it is difficult to tell which is the zoomed-in versus zoomed-out version simply by looking at the patterns. Thus, while the three maps do look different, all three have a similar geometrical pattern-the coastline shape is self-similar. Mandelbrot [17] introduced the term "fractal"; a geometrical shape is fractal if it has a similar pattern over a wide range of spatial scales. The map of the coastline of Britain is scale-free. We see examples of fractals in many other places in nature-for example, many species of fern leaves, and the branching in our lungs, show similar patterns at different spatial scales [18] .
We can measure this pattern using the statistic "fractal dimension." Strictly, fractal refers to a mathematical series in which the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension, or fractal, exceeds the Euclidean dimension [19] , but "Fractal D" has a nice intuitive explanation-it is the continuous analogue to geometrical dimensions. For example, a straight line has a dimension of 1, and a plane has a dimension of 2. Lines have fractal dimensions ranging from 1 to 2, where at 1 they are completely straight and at 2 they are so tortuous as to completely cover the surface. The coastlines in Fig. 2 have a fractal dimension of 1.04, 1.05, and 1.05.
We can extend this idea to measuring the tortuosity of animal movement paths [19] . We estimate Fractal D, by measuring the gross path length at different scales, s. At each scale, length L(s) is measured by walking a pair of dividers along the map. Then, solving for D in the following equation: where c is some constant of proportionality (see Fig. 3 , circular symbols). Taking s to the power of 1 − D instead of D allows D to be interpreted as the continuous analog to geometrical dimensions.
A. Ecological Basis for Fractal D
Animal ecologists have developed conceptual models about how animals travel, which help us to understand how humans' cognition might affect their movement paths. We will first consider the simplest form of movement and then add in two layers of realism. At each stage, we will also discuss how this applies to the movement of people. These sections highlight how behavior varies with spatial scale and thus describing movements without considering spatial scale is dangerous.
B. Aimless Wandering
There are three parts to the simplest form of movement. First, animals have a natural gait that determines how fast they travel, how much they turn, and how long each step is. Second, animals have a directional inertia, in that they tend to continue traveling in the direction they have been going in the past. Finally, when animals do turn, the direction and amount that they turn is not affected by any previous movement-there is a random component to it [20] . Intuitively, this is what one imagines as being "aimless wandering."
We represent such movement paths mathematically, as follows. Move lengths and turning angles are distributed with probability distributions p(l) and g (θ) . If movements are a series of independent, random draws, from the p(l) and g(θ), then the animal is traveling with a correlated random walk (CRW). The term "correlated" denotes that the δ i are correlated with each other, while the θ i are not. This means that the animal tends to walk in the same direction as it did in the past, but that at each step the turning angle is independent of the previous step length and angle. It is important to consider how CRWs are fractal. We do this by considering how straightness varies with total number of steps. It can be shown that
for some constant k [21] , [22] . Thus, since
Thus, path Straightness depends on the number of steps. Furthermore, since
therefore path Straightness is 0 at very large scales. This means that as spatial scale increases, path tortuosity increases for CRW. Thus, CRWs are not self-similar. One can understand this increase in path tortuosity intuitively as follows (see Fig. 3 ). At smaller spatial scales, the shape of a movement path is primarily determined by the animal's gait and thus is usually quite straight. It is more tortuous if the steps are shorter, if the animal is travelling slower, and if it is heavier. But at larger scales, the random turning effect increases and adds to the gait effect, causing path tortuosity to increase. Thus, as we zoom out, the path becomes more and more tortuous, until at large scales it is a completely random walk [23] , [24] (see Fig. 4 ).
Overlaid on top of this is that animals need to avoid obstacles, which occur at various spatial scales. Thus, there is an added component to tortuosity that depends on the habitat. Imagine an inebriated person staggering down the street. At a small scale, the person turns a bit at each step. But at larger scales, the person goes here and there with no seeming pattern.
This increase of tortuosity with scale at first glance seems contrary to the idea of Fractal D, since D was originally defined only for self-similar geometrical structures. 
but only over the range of scales from
w to s i w, for fixed values of w. Effectively, this uses a sliding window of fixed width 2 Log(w) on the Log(scale) axis to estimate D as a function of s (see Fig. 3 , vertical bars).
There are some potential sampling issues caused by D being a function of scale. First, D estimates may be affected by the placement of the first step of the dividers. However, simulations show that the estimates for D i are slightly improved by walking the dividers both forward and backward along the path, and using the mean of those two estimates, but that there is no benefit to starting the sampling at other places in the path [25] . Second, experiments must be designed to ensure that spatial scale is held constant across all treatments.
C. Directed Movement
However, animals rarely travel aimlessly. Typically, they are traveling with some intent; they are going toward some place. For example, wolves regularly patrol their territory boundaries, marking them with urine [26] and zebras travel from one waterhole to another during the dry season [27] . People also usually travel with directed movement-you are going somewhere when you are walking. Thus, we will define directed walks as moving toward a known goal.
What does the movement path of directed travel look like? You might expect to see a completely straight path, but in the wild, this rarely happens. Consider this example. Suppose some wild animal wants to go to its home den. On the way there, it may have to go around a pond. But on the way to the pond, it may have to go around a thick clump of trees. And on the way to the clump of trees, it may have to go around a large deadfall. And on the way to the deadfall, it may have to go around individual trees or bushes. Thus, at each spatial scale, there are obstacles that it needs to go around, even though it is traveling in a directed manner. This can be modeled as follows. Suppose the start and end points of a path are (x 0 , y 0 ) and (x n , y n ), and the distance and angle between the points are d 0n and γ 0n . Then, the middle coordinate would formed by
with (m x , m y ) randomly drawn from some probability distribution h, with m x ∈ (0, 1) and m y ∈ (−∞, ∞)-i.e., m x determines how far along the line segment you move between the two points and m y determines how far you vary orthogonally to this line segment. Then, the coordinates between (x 0 , y 0 ) and (x n 2 , y n 2 ), and (x n 2 , y n 2 ) and (x n , y n ) would be chosen similarly, using the same probability distribution for (m x , m y ). This would be repeated for each pair of location coordinates. The structure of the habitat would determine the tortuosity of the movement path. Since natural landscapes are often self-similar over a wide ranges of scales [28] , [29] , directed paths such as this are fractal [30] .
Consider an example with people. If you were walking across an open field, then your path would be quite straight. But if you are going from your home to your office, then, although you might be taking the straightest path possible, at a large scale, your path is constrained by the patterns of streets, and on a small scale, your path is constrained by the arrangements of rooms inside buildings. Directed paths look more like the coast of Britain than like aimless wandering.
D. Perceptual Range
One last level of added realism is that animals can only see a limited distance around them-they have a certain perceptual range [31] . Animals' perceptual range can be visual [31] , [32] , olfactory [33] , or auditory [34] . Furthermore, perceptual range is not limited to what animals can immediately perceive-animals form memory maps [35] , and thus, more generally, perceptual range is the distance that animals can perceive their world, whether immediately or in memory.
How does perceptual range affect movement paths? It creates a threshold effect: at scales smaller than the perceptual range, paths are quite straight, but at scales larger than the perceptual range, paths are more tortuous [36] . Thus, decreasing the perceptual range makes paths more tortuous [37] . This effect can be used to test whether a movement path is directed-directed movement paths should travel further than a CRW at larger spatial scales [27] .
At first glance, the idea of perceptual range might not seem relevant to people-although we can only see a limited distance around us, typically, we know the surrounding areas in our dayto-day travel. If we travel to our office, we know the route and the obstacles on the way. Thus, most of our movements seem to be inside the bounds of our perceptual range.
However, perceptual range is also temporal, not just spatial. In your mind, you plan your movements a certain time ahead. For example, although you may have a general idea of what you will be doing after supper, you may wait till you finish supper to decide exactly where to move to-whether to travel to the bathroom, or the TV room, or out somewhere. Or, even if you have decided what you will do after supper, your movement path still has an extreme change in direction at the supper table. Thus, practically, we travel both within and outside of our bounds of perceptual range.
E. Combining It All
We can combine the ideas of directed movement, perceptual range, and aimless wandering for a more realistic view of how animals (and people) travel-and for an understanding of how dementia can affect the movement of people. An animal decides where to travel based on its perceptual range. It goes there in directed travel. Then, at that node, it decides anew where to go. This creates directed travel on a small scale between nodes, but aimless wandering at a large scale from node to node (see Fig. 5 ). For example, wood mice travel in quite straight patterns on a small scale from one shrub to another, but travel with aimless wandering on a large scale between shrubs [38] .
Consider the travel of a resident of a nursing home or assisted living facility (ALF), throughout a day. Their nodes might be their bedroom, the bathroom, the dining room, and a commons area. On a small scale, their path between those is inherently straight, but constrained by furniture and the arrangements of the rooms. But at a large scale, their path from one node to the other is quite tortuous, as at each node, they decide where to travel again.
But then suppose someone is walking from one room to another and becomes confused, not sure where they were going. Conceptually, their temporal perceptual range has suddenly decreased. They might turn and go in a different direction than they had been going, adding a node in their path-i.e., the distances between nodes would decrease, causing path tortuosity to increase. Thus, we would expect that Fractal D of movement paths would increase with the onset of dementia. Thus, although Fractal D does vary with spatial scale, we expect that Fractal D will increase overall.
III. FRACTAL D IN RELATION TO AGING AND BRAIN DISEASE
Our motive for relating movement path tortuosity to ageassociated cognitive deficits was driven by a need to develop an operational definition of the random elements of wandering. Algase et al. [13] identified 23 different definitions of dementia-related wandering; the common feature among all definitions was apparently aimless ambulation that proved difficult for observers to quantify. In the landmark study of Algase et al. [12] , trained observers were able to identify purposeful walking, lapping, and pacing, and somewhat by a process of elimination, what they termed random ambulation.
Since humans clearly were unable to definitively observe and quantify "random" movement, we sought a mechanical observer that could gather data continuously on many elders for months at a time and not suffer observer fatigue while measuring small directional changes in unrestricted ambulation of as many as 100 persons at once. We selected the Ubisense (Ubisense, LLC, Cambridge, U.K.) Ultrawideband Real Time Location System (UWB-RTLS) system. Elders wore a small wrist transponder whose position was triangulated by four sensors, which yielded 3-D positioning relative to an arbitrary origin in the corner of a 9 × 15 m lobby of an ALF. The spatial resolution of the transponder was 20 cm in all three axes, and the sampling rate was 0.43 s. X, Y, and Z coordinate data were written to a database in near real time for all tags. The accuracy of the system was determined in a published pilot investigation [39] and the accuracy of the UWB-RTLS tracking data was compared against a Vicon, Inc., system employed in kinematic studies.
To compute tortuosity from the raw tracking data, we initially adopted the published procedures of Nams [24] , but in later work, Fractal D was calculated automatically using a RealTime Fractal Path Analysis algorithm developed by Craighead [40] . A path was defined as a period of movement bounded by 60s of immobility of the transponder. In addition to each path's tortuosity index, the duration and distance of the movement and walking speed during the path were calculated. The estimates are aggregated as needed for the project in question, usually over 24 h.
Since Fractal D does vary with scale, yet we are estimating one overall Fractal D value, it is important that studies be designed so results do not depend on spatial scales used. We ensured this in three ways: First, we estimated one D-value over a wide range of scales [e.g., using (4)]. Second, the ranges of scales were wide enough to cover all of the potentially interesting behaviors-from below step size to the limits set by the size of the buildings. Finally, in each experiment, we used the same range for all treatments.
The particular algorithm we used to estimate D varied among studies because of differences in our intent. Initially, we were testing whether path tortuosity can be used to measure cognitive impairment. We set specific scales and then estimated D-values from the whole dataset after the end of sampling. But in later studies, we were testing the applicability of this approach to real-world situations. For this technique to be useful, we need continuously updated predictions of cognitive impairment. We cannot wait till the end of all the sampling to estimate path tortuosity. Thus, we used an algorithm that automatically sets the range of scales from ½ of step size to 10× the step size and gives continuously updated estimates of Fractal D [40] .
All published human subjects research conducted by Kearns et al. and presented hereafter was approved by Institutional Review Board of the University of South Florida. Kearns et al. [41] evaluated movement path tortuosity in 14 elderly ALF residents for 30 days as residents passed through an instrumented lobby separating bedroom, functional, and dining areas. Consenting participants were administered the Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE) [42] by a trained examiner. The MMSE is a widely used 30 item test for cognitive impairment, used by clinicians and researchers studying older adults to evaluate deficits in short term memory, temporal and spatial orientation, ability to follow commands, attention, language, and calculation and registration. The test results are frequently used to help determine a diagnosis of dementia. The main finding was a statistically significant -0.47 correlation between Fractal D and MMSE; greater path tortuosity predicted lower MMSE scores (poorer cognitive performance). The study was replicated on a larger sample of 25 residents across two ALFs [43] , which included residents with a clinical diagnoses of dementia. An unexpected finding was that Fractal D was considerably better at classifying persons with a dementia diagnosis; two misclassifications, compared to six for the MMSE (see Fig. 6 ).
The relationship between path tortuosity and cognitive impairment is shown in another way in Figs. 7 and 8, which shows a representation of the paths generated by two residents of one ALF over the same 2-h period as they walked through the monitored lobby, passing from the dormitory to the dining area, which also housed a medication dispensing station and staff offices.
It is possible that the movements of the participant with high Fractal D reflect many stops made for social interactions. One indirect approach to evaluating this hypothesis would be to measure the number of tag-wearing residents who were in close proximity to or in tandem movement with the participant. This was not possible because only a subset of residents occupying the space wore transponders.
A subsequent published study of 53 ALF residents by Kearns et al. [44] examined tortuosity in the week before the resident fell. Using logistic regression, we found high tortuosity (higher Fractal D) and the presence of a fall in the prior year yielded an 80% correct classification of faller status. An attempt at a three-factor model incorporating walking speed, Fractal D, and past fall history failed, with walking speed's influence eclipsed by Fractal D. The results clearly indicated that walking tortuous paths (having a "drunkard's walk") was a risk factor for future falls and confirmed that the best long-term predictor of future falls was having a prior fall. Moreover, the results also showed that Fractal D was a dynamic measure, subject to change over periods of days if not hours. The relationship between Fractal D and future falls decayed as a function of time with "stale" readings (those older than a week) having little prognostic value. The underlying neurological mechanisms determining Fractal D deserve attention, and these likely include executive function, spatial orientation, vision, and balance. Traumatic brain injuries provide additional evidence for the significance of temporal variability in Fractal D. Kearns et al. [45] gathered mean daily Fractal D on 22 veterans over their months-long rehabilitation in a residential polytrauma facility. Ten patients had discernable declines in Fractal D during their residency, while 12 did not. Independent clinicians judged those with declining trends to have significantly better clinical outcomes on the Mayo Portland Adaptability Index, the facility's primary assessment tool. Thus, long-term changes in Fractal D may serve as a useful adjunct to clinical care for persons with head trauma, potentially alerting clinicians to unanticipated reversals in progress and facilitating the staging of treatments.
A later study with veterans in the same residential polytrauma facility [46] found Fractal D at admission predicted their ability to successfully perform prompted behaviors during months of subsequent therapy for TBI. Prompts to attend scheduled appointments and take medications while observed at the nurses' station were delivered to the veteran via the nearest of 30 wallmounted displays. A behavior occurring within a half hour of a prompt was deemed successful. Success was verified by the location tracking data that indicated the veteran appeared at the locations specified. More than 60% of responses occurred within 15 min of delivery of the first prompt. In the study just described, the Fractal D at admission was derived from data from a GPS logger worn in a shirt pocket by the veteran during a single self-determined half-hour walk outdoors. The veteran was allowed to determine the course, while an attending research assistant prevented the veteran from coming to harm. The latitude and longitude were read each second to a spatial resolution of approximately 2.5 m, and the successful compliance with prompts was accomplished using data from the indoor movement tracking system previously described [47] . The validity of the Fractal D assessments using the GPS logger was determined in an earlier study comparing the outdoor ambulation of two groups of community veterans: one with a history of TBI and a comparable group of veterans without TBI [48] . Veterans in the TBI group had incurred injuries while in military service up to 10 years earlier.
Successfully measuring Fractal D with two somewhat different systems provided an increased degree of confidence that the assessment method was robust and not simply an artifact of the chosen method of measurement (see Fig. 9 ).
IV. DISCUSSION

A. Movement Tracking of Unrestricted Movements and in Conditioning
In ecological studies, Fractal D quantifies spatial variability of animal movements along a continuum from extremely random, with values approaching 2 for movements characterizing exploratory activities such as locating food and mates, to highly goal-directed movements, involving nearly straight line travel with values approaching 1 that an animal might take to gain the safety of a burrow when foraging is complete. During goal-directed movements, high Fractal D values may occur when changes in path direction are necessary to circumnavigate environmental barriers. Cognition is not usually studied as an independent factor in ecological studies; poor cognitive abilities in an animal typically result in an animal falling prey, and being removed from the gene pool. While studies of maturation to adulthood in wild animals do exist, movement path tortuosity has, to our knowledge, not been employed in the study of aging in wild animals.
In contrast, studies of animal and human conditioning and learning have focused on the conditions that influence how well or how fast the target behavior is isolated from the repertoire of behaviors of the learner. In operant conditioning studies, the process of "magazine training" involves pairing the sound of the electromechanical feeder with the delivery of a food pellet so that the pellet's delivery may be used to reinforce some novel behavior [49] . A very hungry subject is introduced to the new environment and begins an aggressive search for food (Fractal D is high), which continues until the first food pellet is delivered. After delivery of the first reinforcer, competing nonproductive responses are progressively eliminated as the subject takes a progressively straighter line to the magazine (yielding lower Fractal D-more goal directed behavior). Once magazine training is complete, the "method of successive approximations to a goal" (aka Shaping) is used to train the subject to manipulate the response lever on its own, thereby allowing it to deliver food reinforcers autonomously. During shaping, the subject may generate more search behavior and competing responses (resulting in a higher Fractal D) as it attempts, through trial and error, to make its behavior conform to the new contingencies established by the experimenter. In this example, active search behaviors facilitate learning the new contingencies of reinforcement, but as they are learned, search behaviors (and higher Fractal D movement components) cease and are replaced by progressively more efficient responding (i.e., response lever pressing), which meets the new contingency with a minimum of wasted effort (and a return to lower Fractal D levels).
In alleyways or similar restricted test environments, an animal's maximum running speed is often taken as an index of the effectiveness of the conditioning and is principally attributed to the elimination of competing responses such as hesitancies while exploring the alleyway. While movement path tortuosity could, in principle, serve as a direct measure of the reduction of competing responses during alleyway conditioning, the choice of measures, details of scaling, and type of apparatus used would require specification. The strongest link between learning and environmental factors has been provided by studies concerning the role of distal and proximal visual cues in maze learning [50] . As in ecological studies, the independent assessment of cognitive abilities in animal learning is rarely conducted. In studies of aging's impact on human learning and performance, independent assessments of cognitive factors required to successfully perform a task are common, particularly for tasks requiring sustained attention and attentional control [50] . We conclude from these observations that path tortuosity offers a direct method for exploring mechanisms underlying learning and skill acquisition.
The studies of humans summarized above have focused on the relationship between cognitive deficits and elevated movement path tortuosity in older persons with and without a clinical diagnosis of dementia, and young and middle-aged persons suffering TBI. In these studies, increased path tortuosity is attributed to a change in a highly overlearned performance as a result of both normal and pathological aging and brain disease. The longitudinal study showing decreasing Fractal D in veterans indicates recovery of cognitive functioning over the course of treatment is accompanied by a decline in Fractal D [45] .
B. Path Tortuosity and Other Descriptive Schemes for Movement
The movement ecology paradigm [51] provides a broad conceptual framework for analyzing movements of both living and inanimate objects. The paradigm is built around three questions: why move; where to move; how to move. In both the study of animals' movements in natural habitats and our human studies, the primary link between cognition and movement is where to move. In animal studies, the why and how questions are answered in terms of the distinction between random and directed movement. In human studies, greater path tortuosity is attributed to difficulty in choosing or maintaining a desired movement path resulting from spatial disorientation and certain failures of memory-sometimes referred to as executive function. A consistent finding in all of the human studies described was that differences in how the movement is accomplished do not alter Fractal D-the relation between cognitive deficit and Fractal D persists across persons using wheelchairs, walkers, or other mobility aids-elevated Fractal D results from difficulty in navigating a movement path rather than how it is traversed. In animal and human studies, the question of "why move" has been assumed to be a given-the issue is where to move in order to meet the goal of the movement. In very advanced cases of dementia seen in institutional settings, the person with dementia may require assistance in determining "why move" as well; (s)he eventually requires personal escorting to specific locations-bedroom, dining area, etc. [52] .
C. New Opportunities for Research and Intervention
While our research has shown that short-term increases in Fractal D are predictive of falls within the next seven days, the underpinnings of the elevation are not understood and limit the options for intervening. Of all the predictors evaluated in Kearns et al. [41] , only a history of one or more falls in the prior year, a common finding in such research, contributed to future falls. Another hypothesized fall predictor was antipsychotic and antidepressant medication use, but that hypothesis was not supported; almost all participants were receiving one or more of those medications for the entire study period, so their adaptation or tolerance to the drug had long since been complete. We also examined the influence of other medications, particularly antibiotics, to treat short-term infections. Given that short-term cognitive impairment is linked to increased path tortuosity, we expected that painkiller and antibiotic use might be a mediating factor. We found suggestive but inconclusive evidence of a relationship between the timing of falls and the treatment of those infections.
An improvement in future studies of path-tortuosity-related falls would be to employ automated fall detectors to indicate precisely where and when they occurred. Only 51 of 71 staffreported falls in our study met our definition of a movementrelated fall. Our automatic measures of movement path tortuosity were gathered as participants traveled within a monitored lobby; yet almost all falls occurred in their private bed and bathroom areas and were inferred from staff-generated "incident reports," which often contained only information about the fall provided by the faller.
In addition to measuring short-term path tortuosity changes predictive of future falls, Fractal D may be useful for evaluating the long-term consequences of a fall or the all too common concussion in contact sports. Our research to date has identified long-term effects of TBI on Fractal D as well as documented changes in the measure over the course of TBI rehabilitation.
V. CONCLUSION
The main goal of the research summarized by this review was to create an additional tool for describing the relationships between cognitive changes in aging and/or brain disease and human ambulation. The added value of the tool, called Fractal D, to existing procedures for studying speed of human ambulation is that it provides a direct measure of the spatial variability of ambulation. Fractal D deals with the geometry of lines and as employed here is used to study changes in path direction. The present application of Fractal D measures spatial variability of multiple free-ranging individuals simultaneously over extended periods indoors to address primary research questions relating movement path tortuosity changes to cognitive declines in middle aged and elderly persons, some with dementia and some with traumatic brain injury. In each of these areas, Fractal D has augmented earlier research findings by elucidating the severity and trajectory of cognitive deficit as recovery occurs over successive episodes of rehabilitation. Elevated Fractal D is also a potent predictor of movement-related falls in the elderly.
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